Supplemental Figures S1-S6 Figure S1 . Precision of virtual-finger single-click localization of pipette tip and cell positions. N=13, 15 localizations of the labeled target cell in each of two experiments in vivo (green). N = 11, 14 localizations of the pipette tip above the surface of the brain in the same image stacks (green). N = 18 localizations of a 2 micron fluorescent bead in agarose (in vitro) (blue), N = 14 localizations of the pipette tip in the same image stack (blue). All distances are from the mean position of the respective pipette or target localizations. Fig. 1 F) . Adaptive corrections in vitro and in vivo (blue and green, respectively) lead to reduced variability in final pipette position, as compared to non-adaptive approaches (grey) The final target position is centered at the origin and the gray sphere has radius of 5 microns to approximate the soma of a pyramidal neuron. The cross-hairs are centered on the mean coordinates and crosses indicate standard deviation along and perpendicular to the pipette axis for in vitro and in vivo smartACT approaches, as well as for N = 22 nonadaptive approaches (grey).
